CHAIRPERSON’S
REPORT
I present my annual report at the end of
what has been a challenging period for
NWCN. In the last number of months we
have seen some unavoidable organisational
changes that have reduced our footprint of
delivery. The Network, like its membership,
has not gone untouched by the financial and
strategic challenges that the sector has
experienced. Not to dwell on the negative
however, change offers opportunity and the
challenge moving forward is to define a
sustainable role for networking, better
relevance to membership needs and a
delivery structure that is streamlined and fit
for purpose.
Our sector is well placed to make forward
strides
in
this
ever
changing
environment. However, whilst we ourselves
know the key role the 3rd sector plays it
remains a constant pressure to have the
value
of
that
role
recognised
in
Government, in Policy and in Society. It’s
important that the sector has a credible
lobby on the need for the services our
sector provides across a wide and diverse
population, and the value of investing in the
sustainability of our sector to deliver those
services.
The advent of Community Planning is
obviously a key opportunity to enshrine
commitment to community and voluntary
sector delivery. I’m happy that NWCN has
played its role in helping to inform the
progress of the Community Planning in
Derry City & Strabane District Council and I
remain encouraged by the enthusiasm of
local stakeholders in a range of sectors to
making Community Planning happen.
Whilst Community Planning is a marathon,
not a sprint we know that what happens at
this foundation stage is critical to setting
the agenda for the next generation of 3rd
sector delivery and networking.

I would like to acknowledge the continued
effort of our staff, (Colin, Neola and now
Carol) who work to deliver our funded
objectives and Gabrielle and Nuala who put
so
much
of
themselves
into
the
Participation, Engagement & Skills Project
(PESP) for which funding came to an end in
March 2015. That the impact and relevance
of PESP was such that Big Lottery awarded
it two extension periods and whilst the
funding has now ended it is clear that there
is still a need for us to remain pro-active in
allowing the sector to retain and grow its
levels of participation and engagement.
I also recognise the selfless input of the
Network’s Executive Committee over the
last year. Faced with a range of challenges
they continue to work through what has
been at times frustrating journey that seeks
to maintain outputs whilst trying to build a
vision and plan for the way ahead that will
be inclusive of key stakeholder groups and
agencies. This journey is far from over and
certainly isn’t pre-determined.
In the past year, the Network has continued
to support and represent the sector as best
it
can
with
fluctuating
resources.
Remaining active – and responsive – on
many fronts remains a challenge and in the
coming months we recognise there is so
much more we need to do to ensure an
effective representation that is driven by
membership priorities. The world around
us is changing and networking needs to
transform to fit that world.
With your support I am hopeful that the
coming 12 months will see new thinking
and coalition of thought to bring about a
revitalised networking function in the NW.

Eamon O’Kane
Interim Network Chair

2014 – 15
AN OVERVIEW
The task that is always doomed to fail – trying to
pack all the twists and turns of a busy year into a
couple of pages of reportage.
Operationally, this last year certainly saw
significant developments.
The Network’s core
function was successful in securing a further
twelve month’s funding via DSD’s Community
Investment Fund, the length of contract obviously
linked to the proposed devolution of Community
Development to new councils in 2016, though the
ink is not yet dry on that.
Sitting alongside this is the sadness that came
with the end of the funding period for the
Participation, Engagement & Skills Project after
over four years of Big Lottery support.

You will read more about PESP activities in 201415 elsewhere in this document but over the entire
funding period much was certainly achieved –
some of this carefully planned, other parts of it
not so but leading to needs being identified and
responded to, especially in the area of
governance.
There was also learning for all involved around
that wolf at the door called sustainability. The
lesson that no matter how good the ideas, the
quality and impact of their delivery, the financial
environment of today is not the grant aid one we
have been used to for so long. Gabrielle, Nuala
(and Martin previously) developed and delivered
a body of work that was so important to the
sector over which they can stand proud and take
with confidence into the next stage of their
careers.
A key element of the year past, which remains a
task in hand, is attempting to provide leadership
to the sector around the Reform of Local
Government, including Community Planning.
Reasoned assessments were made that new
arrangements would have to follow and indeed
would probably be expected in the new council
area. Extensive effort – some very visible such

as workshops in Strabane and Derry, some
necessarily more subtle, has been put into
developing a whole sector approach in what is
now the new local jurisdiction. Hearts and minds
are the currency in this piece of work and the
Network will not be stepping away from helping
build the kind of cohesion needed to maximise
new opportunities.

Being alert to new opportunities is a skill needed
across the sector and the three-way relationship
struck up with the Heritage Lottery Fund and
Community Change yielded some excellent
returns. A practical skills programme covering:
financial management, planning for the future,
funding applications etc. informed and gave
confidence to participants at a time when these
skills and knowledge are critical. This is the kind
of partnership the Network enjoys cultivating
and will be seeking to continue the kind of work
set up in this instance.
A new relationship around an evocative theme
was behind a first collaboration with the British
Institute of Human Rights.
The October
Roadshow event was extremely popular and of
course thought-provoking in a part of the world
where Human Rights have arguably not yet been
fully bedded into society as seen by previous
involvement by the Network in the Bill of Rights
Campaign.

The Work of the Joint Forum continues –
arguably not as quickly as many would like –
focusing on the same key areas such as
communications, addressing bureaucracy and,
where NWCN is most involved, around

outcomes-based funding Commitment Action
Team. It will be no surprise however that, this
being a key interface with government, the
impact of austerity measures has been very
much top of the agenda with emergency
presentations organised to express the sector’s
points on the fairness and proportionality of
how cuts are handed down.
In terms of representing the sector in as many
ways as possible, the Network Co-ordinator
successfully stood for election to the NICVA
Executive Committee and though there is some
acclimatising needed, there is already signal
that a stronger sense that North-West issues
will be coming more to the fore.

The Network’s key relationship – beyond the
wider C&V sector, remains with the DiverseCity
Community Partnership here in this wonderful
building. Each of the partners would surely
report that, despite the last year providing a bit
of a challenge to many (not least in personnel
and finance), the quality of working together
has progressed and improved steadily.
It is hard to believe how much has taken place
in what might not always have felt like a
relatively short period of time but the official
building launch in June 2014 was the perfect
occasion – for partners and visitors – to see
what had been created by so many. NWCN
proudly plays an active role in the overall
partnership, including on a strategic planning
working group.

Reference to the building cannot pass without
also welcoming the launch of yet another new
jewel in the city centre – the Garden of

Reflection which will surely be absorbing all of
our stresses and strains on a regular basis.
Everyone knows that nothing ever really gets
done without the Project Administrator and the
Network has been lucky enough to have had
two this year. Our stalwart colleague Neola
Nelis McCrossan stepped back for a while in
December 2014 and before long was welcoming
baby Laoise into the world and she knows all at
the Network wish her and her family continuing
health and enjoyment. So in comes the wellknown Carol Wright and the smooth transition
that has followed is something Carol knows is
extremely well appreciated by all – she has our
thanks.

No review will ever successfully capture
absolutely everything that has happened in the
period between AGMs though it is to be hoped
that what you read here gives a representative
and authentic flavour of what has been taking
place in and around the Network as it
completed its twentieth year of service. A year
which had plenty in it, a journey of ups and
downs and plenty of looking around on the way.
Also if it is true that what goes around comes
around or perhaps more pertinently everything
is cyclical, that is certainly how it feels for the
organisation looking ahead. The impetus for
setting up the Network back in 1994 was
primarily to provide very fundamental support
to Community & Voluntary sector across the
North West. While the last number of years
would have seen greater activity in what might
be termed the strategic arena – without ever
leaving direct support behind – the motif into
the future has to be “back to basics”.
The variety and value of all of NWCN’s activities
in 2014-15 encourages the organisation that is
fully engaged with the sector while seeking to
do even more and bring members with it into
another phase of grassroots community
development.
Network Co-ordinator

NWCN ACTIVITIES
2014-2015
2014-2015 saw Network involvement in the
following range of activities:
Engagement events:
 Community Development Seminar
 Networking for Community Planning (Derry)
 Networking for Community Planning
(Strabane)
 Heritage Lottery Fund & Community Change:
 Practical Skills in Completing Funding
Applications
 Financial Systems, Procedures and
Management of Grants Money
 Running Your Heritage Group Effectively
 Planning for the Future
 1-to-1 Fundraising Clinic for groups
 British Institute of Human Rights – NW
Roadshow Event
 Voices of Older People – workshops with
older people’s groups across NW
 Governance / Clever Committees sessions:
 EPIC
 Polish Abroad
 REACH Across
 Women Into Enterprise
 Creggan Pre-school Training Trust (CPTT)
 Strabane Town Community Partnership
 Kabalikat
 Social Butterflies
 St. Columb’s Park House (Committee)
 Social Enterprise North West (linked to One
Plan Catalyst Working Group)
 Limavady Community Forum
 NW Community Investment Fund Groups
 Taking Your Campaign To Stormont (x 2)




MLA Constituency Visits
Independence of VCSE Sector

Policy Submissions:
 Regeneration Bill
 Community Planning Guidance
 Budget Consultation
NWCN contributed to/collaborated around the
following:
 BME Strategic Forum
 Business In The Community
 Citizens Engagement (Health & Social Care
Board)
 Community Relations Week
 Derry Healthy Cities
 DiverseCity Community Partnership
 Dying Matters (North West Regional College)
 Garden of Reflection Project (inc. Lunchtime
events)
 Inspiring Impact (Building Change Trust)
 Jigsaw
 Joint Government Voluntary & Community
Sector Forum
 NI Volunteering Strategy (Volunteer Now &
NWVC)
 NICVA Executive Committee
 North West Partnership Board
 Palliative and End of Life Care Strategy
 Personal & Public Involvement (Western &
Regional Fora)
 Social Enterprise – NW Hub & Social
Enterprise NI Consortium
 Task & Finish Working Group
 Civic Alcohol Forum – DCC
 Something Special
 Carers NI
 Action Cancer
 Community Development Networks Forum
 BLF – People & Communities

Summary of Primary Outputs 2014-15
(including Participation, Engagement & Skills Project):









Network-supported events - 29
Participation in Network-supported events – c. 824
E-bulletins – 80 disseminated, incorporating approximately 1425 items to the sector
from C&V sector groups as well as public bodies
4 members surveys
1 PESP E-Zine
1 PESP Conference
Consultation bulletins – 8 disseminated, as well as signposting to best practice materials
on consultation and user engagement

Participation, Engagement &
Skills Project (PESP)
The last year of BIG funding for PESP was Summary of key PESP activities in 2014-15:
again one replete with activity and impact,
each of the original project objectives being Developing Internal Group Skills to allow
more effective participation and engagement
achieved and in some cases exceeded.
via Governance / Clever Committees:
With the project now completed, it is worth  Wider C&V sector (5 sessions x 21
groups)
providing a reminder of what it set out to
achieve during what began as a three-year  Reach Across (3 sessions x 1 group)
project but extended to 4½ years due to the  Polish Abroad (3 sessions x 1 group)
successes achieved and recognised as such  Kabalikat North West (3 sessions x 1
by Big Lottery through two extensions and
group)
the awarding of a competitive grant to  CPTT (1 session x 1 group)
explore sustainability options.
(Some of these groups signposted for
ongoing mentoring and support through
Inspiring Impact programme.)
PESP represented NW community on impact
of Transparency of Lobbying Bill on
community groups in North West.

Outcomes:
 develop participation amongst C&V
groups, existing and new to increase
engagement in influencing activity
 community and voluntary groups with low
prior experience to increase their
influencing activity
 community organisations working with
'hard-to-reach' groups will increase levels
of user participation and direct
engagement in influencing activity
 public sector employees to increase their
understanding and the value of growing
participation levels and user engagement
 Community & Voluntary groups across the
North West to be better informed on
participation and engagement practice
There will never be an end-point to the
achievement of broad objectives like these
given the nature of both our sector and of
course the current levels of democratic
participation and engagement in Northern
Ireland.

2 Westminster Lobbying and Campaigning
Study visits - groups from 2 NI
constituencies.

3 information sessions on Charities
Registration process.
Taking Your Campaign To Stormont 4 & 5 groups from 3 NI parliamentary
constituencies taking part.
Video Diaries project with PESP participants –
captured in end of project DVD
End of Project Showcasing Event with wide
range of beneficiaries both presenting and
participating.

Participation, Engagement & Skills
Project (PESP)
As well as summarising the activities over
2014-15, it is useful to get direct feedback
from participants on how they felt the
range of supports available through the
PESP programme provided benefit to them
and their organisations:










“I feel more empowered with the
knowledge and insight I’ve gained and
now don’t feel afraid to make my MLAs
aware of any further issues I have.”
“The insight on Human Rights laws was
very interesting and gave me a lot of
points I can follow.”
“I feel what I have learned (tonight) will
help me tremendously as a committee
member in understanding the finances.”
“The workshop will help the committee
to run more effectively and informed us
of our roles and responsibilities.”

“The confidence gained in presenting to
MLAs and being able to make steps
towards affecting actual change is
great.”

“Found the live case studies about
lobbying causes and how they went
about it was very interesting and it let
us know that you need to persevere.”



Visits to Stormont were very valuable.
This gave us a flavour of parliament
processes and how we would access
these.

As mentioned, PESP was conceived as a 3year project aligned to a range of policy
and structural changes to occur in and
around 2011. Some of these went ahead notably what was then known as the RPA,
now the Reform of Local Government did
not at that time but has since.
It is to the ongoing credit of the PESP
project that much of the impact delivered
continues to provide a solid foundation for
groups finding their place under the new
arrangements.
The fact that scores of
groups and more are significantly better
informed, and therefore skilled, in making
their voices effectively heard is evidence
that the concept of PESP has been
delivered upon.

The substantial learning that has been
gained through PESP has been logged and
will certainly be utilised in determining how
the Network both identifies needs and
designs intelligent responses that will make
a difference to C&V groups, especially
those who find themselves furthest
removed from decision-making.
The wider C&V sector should have
confidence that Network efforts are
ongoing to examine opportunities for
dedicated funding for PESP-type activities
to be sustained.

networks in the western area is to gather

COMING UP NEXT:

at least 1000 survey responses on health &
social care matters from those aged 25-64.
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Independence of VCSE Research
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Western Voices

NI Regeneration Bill
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Member Faces…Member Voices
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Sustainability

Attention within the C&V sector on the

The

relevance and achievement levels around

Network runs from now until March 2016

the Concordat have rightfully increased.

with no clear picture on what the period

Growing concerns over the impact of the
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work on existing themes identified to

of the Community Investment Fund – the

improve the dynamic between the sector

Network is duty-bound to identify and

and government.

consider as many options as possible that
will provide the platform for independent



Community Planning

Like
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the foundations for Community Planning
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both through the work remaining for the

with others – that might make for new

Task & Finish Group as well as through

arrangements as yet unknown.
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the

Community Development Working Group.

NWCN 2014-15 … take your pic!

Community Development Seminar

Media Skills Training

BIHR – Human Rights Roadshow

Apr 2014

Sep 2014

Oct 2014

Joint Forum + DSD Minister,

Networking for Community Planning

Networking for Community Planning

Magherafelt, Mar 2015

(Derry), Aug 2014

(Strabane), Oct 2014

Running Your Group Effectively

Taking Your Campaign To Stormont

Digital Skills Training

Feb 2015

Feb 2015

Sep 2014

Practical Skills in Making

PESP – Showcasing Event

Training in Financial Systems

Applications

Feb 2015

Feb 2015

Jan 2015

North-West Community Network
Membership 2015
1.
2.

Acorn Fund (CFNI)
Action on Hearing Loss

3.
4.
5.
6.

ALLY Foyle
An Gaelaras Ltd
Bluecoat School Visitor Centre
Bogside and Brandywell Health
Forum
Bridge Accessible Transport
Calms

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Childline Foyle
Clady Cross Community and
Development Association
Clooney Soccer School
Columba Community
COSY Club
Council for the Homeless NI
Creggan Older Peoples Snooker
Group
Culmore Women’s Handcraft Group
Dennet Interchange
Derg Valley Care
Derry Healthy Cities
Derry Well Woman
Derry Youth & Community
Workshop
Disability Action
Easilink Community Transport
Echo Echo Dance Theatre Company
Enterprise North West
Extern West
First Housing Aid & Support
Services
Focus on Family
Foyle Child Contact Centre
Foyle Down Syndrome Trust
Foyle Hospice
Foyle Women’s Aid
Gables, Shelter NI
Galliagh Community Development
Group
Groundwork NI

36. Guildhall Press
37. Harpurs Hill Children and Family Centre
Ltd
38. Headliners Foyle
39. Hillcrest House
40. Holywell Trust
41. HURT
42. Kinship Care
43. Learmount Community Development
Group Ltd
44. Little Hands Surestart
45. Maydown Community Association
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

NI Environment Link
North West Methodist Mission
Oakgrove
Off The Streets
Rainbow Child & Family Centre

51. Reach Across
52. Rural Community Network
53. Sai Pak Chinese Community Association
NW
54. Shine
55. Sion Mills Community Forum
56. Sion Stables
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Sisters of Mercy, Steelstown
Sole Purpose Productions
Strabane Community Project
Strabane Community Unemployed Group
Strabane and District Caring Services
Supporting Communities NI

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

The Churches Trust
The Men’s Advisory Project (MAP)
The Siege Museum
The Women’s Centre
U3A Foyle
Waterside Women’s Centre
Youthlife

70. Zest

NWCN INCOME & EXPENDITURE
(as at 31 March 2014)
31/03/2014
2014

31/03/2013
2013

56,383
103,443

57,520
89,385

1,340
161,166

146,905

2,000
1.048
3,048

834
276
1.110

Restricted Income
Dept for Social Development
Big Lottery Fund
Carers Well Being
Group
Unrestricted Income
WHSCT
Membership Fees
Other Income Unrestricted

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

Total
2014

Total
2013

Management & Administration
Wages & Salaries

-

114,957

114,957

114,153

112

17,917

18,029

5,617

Rent

-

4,100

4,100

4,100

Insurance

-

490

490

466

Light & Heat

-

900

900

900

Printing, Posting & Stationery

-

2,306

2,366

3,421

Advertising

-

374

374

1,016

Telephone, fax & Internet

-

1,084

1,084

1,544

Conferences & Seminars

-

6,643

6,643

9,892

Carers Well Being Day

-

1,287

1,287

-

Consultancy

-

-

-

2,000

Accountancy

-

1,295

1,295

1,176

Training and Course Fees

-

5,562

5,562

2,511

Bank Charges

-

1,016

1,016

2,329

Subscriptions

150

-

150

150

Sundry

825

314

1,139

330

-

643

643

712

________

__________

__________

__________

1,120

160,252

161,372

147,088

Travel & Subsistence

Depreciation

Current Liabilities

Deferred Income
Accruals and deferred income

-

2014
£

2013
£

43,663

44,170

1,195

1,242

_______
44,858

_______
45,412

NWCN BALANCE SHEET
(as at 31 March 2014)
£

2014

Fixed Assets
Tangible Assets

£

£

3,390

2013

£
4,032

Current Assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year

2,256

17,192

76,120

58,254

78,376

75,446

(44,258)

(45,412)

Net current assets

33,518

30,034

Total assets less
current liabilities

36,908

34,066

Net assets

36,908

34,066

Reserves
Restricted

32,808

31,894

4,100

2,172

36,908

34,066

Unrestricted
Members’ Funds

NWCN Executive Committee 2014-15
Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Eamon O’Kane – Derry Healthy Cities
(Acting) Colin Devine – NWCN Coordinator
Martin Duffy – Derg Valley Care

Committee Members: Austin Kelly – North West Ageing Well Together;
Eamon O'Kane - Derry Healthy Cities; Marie Brown – Foyle Women’s Aid,
Darren Kirby - Greater Shantallow Area Partnership; Séamas Heaney –
Old Library Trust; Martin Duffy – Derg Valley Care; Shauna Kelpie – Acorn
Fund (Community Foundation NI), Eamonn Baker – Towards
Understanding & Healing

Annual General Meeting 2014-15
Notes

During this period
NWCN received core & project funding from:

Community

Participation,

Investment

Engagement

Fund

& Skills Project

North-West Community Network
Holywell – DiverseCity Community Partnership
8-14 Bishop Street
Derry~Londonderry BT48 6PW
Tel: (028) 7127 9090

Email: info@nwcn.org

Web: www.nwcn.org
Co-ordinator

Administrator

Colin Devine

Neola Nelis McCrossan / Carol Wright

colin@nwcn.org

info@nwcn.org
PESP Officers:

Nuala Crilly

Gabrielle Quinn

Accountants:

Banking:

McGroarty McCafferty &

First Trust Bank

Company Limited

Strand Road

2 Carlisle Terrace

Derry

Derry BT48 6JX

A Company limited by guarantee – CN: NI39778
Recognised as a charity: XR21800

